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NAPOLEON’S  MARSHALS.

(Ex ungue leonem).

1. LANNES.

BY CAPTAIN H. M. DAVSON, R.H.A.

0 F all the brilliant commanders who surrounded Bonaparte in his years
    of prosperity Jean Lannes is the one who most excites the interest

of the student of Military History. From the time when at the age of
twenty-seven as an unknown soldier at Millesimo he attracted the atten-
tion of his young General, until the fatal day thirteen years later, when,
as the most cherished of all Napoleon’s Marshals, he fell mortally
wounded at Aspern, his career was a succession of brave deeds, skilful
tactics, and unfailing devotion to the man who had made him.

Lannes was born in the village of Lectoure in the province of Gers on
the 11th April, 1769. His father kept a livery stable, and he himself for
a short time was apprenticed to a dyer. He soon, however, gave this up for
the profession of arms, and in 1793-4 served as a volunteer in the
Pyrenees, where he soon obtained a small command and fought at
Villongue and Ripoll. In ’96 we find him in a subordinate post in the
army of Italy, and from this time his career may be said to begin.

He was then, according to de Marbot “the most lively of young Gascons;
witty, merry, devoid of learning, but desirous to learn at a time when
such desire was rare.” Napoleon himself many years after spoke of the
“ignorance of Lannes” at the time when he first took note of him, that is in the
first campaign in Italy. It was in Italy also a few years after that he gained his
highest laurels.

For his work at Millesimo and Dego, on the 14th April, 1796,
Napoleon promoted him Colonel, and on May 7th, in command of
the Grenadiers he forced the passage of the Po at Piacenza. A fortnight
later he got his first independent command, that of a flying column
raised to check the rising in Lombardy, and the inhabitants of  the town
of Bignasco, were the first of many who learnt to fear him.

He was present at most of the engagements of this campaign, namely,
those round Mantua, Arcola, where he was wounded, and Rivoli.

In 1799 he went to Egypt as General of Division, where his
most noteworthy performances were the leading of the final and fiercest
attack on Acre, where he was again wounded, and the attack
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on Aboukir1 where he was wounded once more. Marmont says of him “His
bones had the singular property of not being broken by the shock of bullets;
they flattened themselves and in their movement turned round the bones they
had struck.”

When Napoleon deserted Kleber and Desaix and returned to France,
Lannes was one of the select Staff who accompanied him. It is difficult to say
why this should have been so; probably Lannes was broken in health, or else
Napoleon had even then begun to feel the attachment for him which developed
in later years. He, Murat and Marmont were the only real fighting Generals
who returned; the others, Berthier, Bourrienne, &c., being little more than
Secretaries. After running the gauntlet of the British fleet, the little band landed
at Frejus.

He then took part in the “coup d’état” of 18 Brumaire.
At this time he suffered from domestic troubles. His wife—a Mlle. Méric

whom he had married in 1795 had shown infidelity whilst he was in Egypt and a
divorce was arranged on his return. On 15th September, 1800 he married
again—a Mlle. Louise Antoinette Guéhéncue daughter of an administrator of
forests. She was from all accounts a beautiful and charming woman, and Lannes
and she remained devoted to each other until the end.

The wonderful feat which Bonaparte accomplished in the Spring of 1800 of
taking his army with its artillery and baggage over the Alps is known to everyone.
The details of this great march are, however, much neglected by the student. It is
not, however, within the province of the present article to deal with them except
in so far as they concern Lannes himself. He was given command of the advanced
guard which was formed at Lausanne of about 6,000 men.

Napoleon arrived at Geneva on the 8th May, and was informed by Marescot
his chief engineer that the road was barely practicable. His reply was to order
Lannes to advance from Lausanne towards the St. Bernard. The difficulties
overcome by Lannes corps in the Pass on the 15th were enough to make even a
bold man like him quail. But by dogged persistence column after column mounted
the Pass; men harnessed into the guns and baggage carts, their comrades
meanwhile carrying their arms and kits. Cavalrymen stumbled along beside their
horses on paths that, up to then, had only been used by goats. At last towards
evening the descent was accomplished and the men bivouacked for the night; and
next day Lannes took possession of the valley of Aosta.

As soon as his fight with nature was over, his fight with man commenced.
He routed a detachment of Austrians at Chatillon, but was in turn held up
by the little fort of Bard. This small place situated at the foot of the valley of
Aosta on a rock above the river Dorea completely blocked the Pass, and was
strong enough to defy for a time the whole French army; and Napoleon
finding he could not force the place passed his infantry singly over the
Albaredo, a huge rock which overhung the valley, and Lannes having
carried the town by assault, the artillery with muffled wheels was
passed through it by night through streets previously prepared with litter, right

1 July 5, 1799, against Mustapha Pasha.
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under the walls of the fort whose garrison was apparently more noted for its
bravery than vigilance.

Napoleon left a corps of conscripts to reduce the fort of Bard,
and Lannes pressing forward carried Ivrea by storm and afterwards
Romano. He then marched on Chiavasso and was seized with the happy
idea of collecting boats and trying to construct a bridge over the Po. This
work, by drawing the Austrian columns towards the spot, left the road to
Milan open to Napoleon, who was still at Ivrea, and marching on this town he
entered it on the 2nd June.

Meanwhile General Melas who commanded the Austrians found himself in
danger of having his line and communications cut; he himself being at Turin and
Ott his Lieutenant in front of Genoa.1 He was fearful, therefore, of Napoleon
pushing across the Po and defeating both armies in detail. To prevent this Ott was
ordered to move on Tesino while Melas himself moved to Alessandria. Napoleon
at the same time decided to force the Po and relieve Genoa, not knowing that
Massena had already surrendered the town, Lannes, therefore, moved himself
against Casteggio and Montebello2 where some Austrians were reported to be.
This turned out to be the whole of Ott's army which the French Generals fondly
imagined to be still before Genoa.

Lannes with about six to eight thousand men was strongly attacked early in
the morning by 18,000 and had the greatest difficulty in resisting. The outposts
were in contact at 9 a.m., and tile battle lasted nearly twelve hours.

The Division of Austrians under Vogelsberg were massed on the heights
South of Casteggio, whilst Schellenberg held the village of Casteggio and also
Montebello—3 miles in rear. Lannes ordered Watrin to assault the guns and attack
Casteggio in flank whilst he himself assaulted it in front. Watrin after being
repulsed succeeded in getting into the village but was driven out again by Ott and
at the same time Lannes’ troops in front were forced back.

Things at this time were going very badly for the French and it looked as if
Ott by advancing his flanks would force Lannes back on the main army. This was
averted by the welcome arrival of the advanced troops of Victor’s corps which had
marched from Brioni to the sound of the guns and arrived there about 2 p.m.

Rivaud who commanded the leading Division attacked the Austrian right
flank and Chamborlac who had advanced on Casteggio was ordered by Victor to
attack the heights to the South. The Austrians were gradually forced back on
Montebello—Lannes entering that place about 8 p.m. after a desperate struggle
lasting all day. As he said in his report “ J’ai successivement enlevé six montagnes
conteaux ou mamelons sur lequels l’ennemi se retirait.”

Every praise is due to Lannes for the way he stuck to his position
and kept up the courage of his tired and beaten troops. To attack an
enemy three times one’s own strength in a position chosen by himself
and keep up the struggle unaided for five hours is a feat

1 Massena surrendered to Ott June 4th.
2 He had collected boats on the Ticino and floated them down to the junction with the Po. Watrin with two

regiments crossed June 6th.
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which few troops could have accomplished. Even at the end of the day Lannes’
force barely equalled that of the enemy. At the same time, but for the opportune
arrival of Victor, it must have gone hard with Lannes in the afternoon, and he
himself was most ready to acknowledge it, as, when eight years later Napoleon
created him Duc de Montebello he went to Victor and embracing him said “It is
to you that I owe my Dukedom.”

Ott retired on Tortona and Bonaparte after some days of hesitation advanced
his army into the plain of Marengo. The great battle of that name was fought on
the 14th.

Lannes commanded the second line and later in the day he had the
opportunity of making a return for Victor’s good offices at Montebello. The latter
had his corps in and around Marengo but was in danger of being utterly
overwhelmed when Lannes profiting by a charge of cavalry headed by Kellerman,
managed to get 5,000 men in line between Marengo and Castel Ceriolo. Victor’s
broken troops came back on the left of his corps and he had to slowly give way and
abandon Castel Ceriolo; at the same time the Austrian cavalry threatened his right.
Napoleon sent at once to relieve him of this and St. Cyr coming up with the
reserves recaptured Castel Ceriolo and enabled Lannes to reform. He held on to
his position from now till the end of the day, and at one time in the afternoon it
was the only part of the whole French line which was not in retreat. The left was
thrown back on to the village of San Juliano and thus the position of the whole
was changed half left back. At this time Desaix’s corps appeared on its return from
Rivolta, whither he had been detached the previous day to cut the Austrian
communications with Genoa, and the defeated left wing formed in rear of his
corps. Desaix on arrival thought the battle was over and turning to Napoleon said
“The battle is lost. I suppose I can only cover your retreat.”1 Napoleon thought
otherwise, and remarking that Lannes was yet unshaken ordered Desaix to attack
whilst the beaten corps reformed in his rear. Desaix hurled himself forward on the
now wearied Austrians and Kellerman, who had reformed his squadrons which
had been much cut up in the early part of the day, seized the golden opportunity
of charging the shaken Austrian infantry.—This was the greatest cavalry charge
of his career and one that caused his name to be carried down in history as one of
the most famous cavalry leaders of all time.

The battle of Marengo decided the fate of Italy, but it was not accomplished
without enormous loss on the part of the French. And the greatest loss of all was
the brave Desaix who having come straight from Egypt to join Napoleon was
killed in the hour of victory. He was a man that Napoleon, speaking of in after
days, placed even above Lannes in his soldier-like qualities; a man, as his master
said, whose whole desire was for glory without thought of self advancement, and
one who would command an army corps all day and sleep robed in a blanket under
a gun all night.

Marengo in Italy and Hohenlinden in Germany ended the war, and peace
was concluded giving the tired armies a short time of rest.

1 Or as sometimes reported “You have lost one battle. I can still win another.”
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Next year Lannes was sent as ambassador to Portugal, and for some time with
a few slight disturbances Europe was at peace. His time in Portugal was not an
unqualified success, and the conclusion to be drawn is that he was more of a
soldier than a diplomat. In fact at one time relations were so strained that he threw
up his post and returned to Paris. Bonaparte made him return and he then seems
to have been more successful. Indeed the King stood sponsor for one of his
children. He was finally withdrawn in 1804.

In 1804 Napoleon was proclaimed Emperor and created most of his Generals
Marshals—Lannes being amongst the number. On December 2nd, Napoleon was
annointed by Pope Pius VII. and crowned himself in Notre Dame.

The Pope was very chary of being present at this function and Lannes
whom the Emperor consulted on the subject, was against his being forced
to be there. “If I were your Majesty,” he said, “I should leave the Vicar of
Christ to sit quietly in his chair, and would do whatever I wished at home
by my own authority. We no longer live in times,” he added, “when holy
oil is an article of faith.”

Napoleon retorted that most of his subjects were fools and old women and
would only believe in a sovereign properly consecrated, and brushing aside further
objection by Lannes on the ground of the Pope’s refusal, he had the ceremony
performed according to his wishes.

Plus VII. gained nothing by thus anointing the man who had overthrown the
Bourbons and had boasted to the Mahommedans in Egypt that he had done the
same to the Cross of Christ, and he returned to his own after long waiting a
disappointed but wiser man.

The year 1804 was the last of peace, and in 1805 Napoleon decided on the
overthrow of England and collected the Grande Armée at Boulogne. His army
stretched along the coast from Holland to Brittany and Lannes’ Division which
was at Boulogne consisted of 40,000 men.

How Napoleon on finding the Austrians again in arms and that he
could not command the sea, marched this army from the Channel to the
Rhine need not be dealt with here except in so far as it affects the individual
corps. Lannes’ corps left Etaples on 27th August, and marching by Cambrai
and Mezières up the Meuse and crossing the Moselle at Metz and the
Rhine near Strasburg on 25th September and following Murat’s cavalry
established himself at Reuchen and went through the operations in
October which ended in the capitulation of Ulm.

After Ulm, Napoleon occupied Vienna whilst the Austrians lay
on the other side of the Danube. The river here is divided into
channels and bridged by the bridge of Thabor which the Austrians
were prepared to defend. During the delay in Vienna there was
some talk of an armistice and on this rumour Lannes, Murat and
Oudinot advanced over the bridge attended by a few troops and
announcing that there was an armistice bluffed the Austrians into
allowing them to cross. Alone on the other side amongst their
enemies, Lannes and Murat engaged Prince Auersperg in conver-
sation whilst their troops stealthily crossed the bridge and removed the
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means put there to destroy it. The Austrian soldiers grew anxious and an old
sergeant of artillery went so far as to ask Auersperg if he were not going to fire.
The moment was critical when Lannes cried out “What? Is this the Austrian
discipline so vaunted in Europe?” The General, piqued, placed the sergeant in
arrest and the French troops quietly took possession of the bridge head.

Of the boldness of this act of Lannes and Murat there is but one opinion,
but the morality of it, to say the least, seems rather beyond those deceits
which we are told are allowable in love and war. It was characteristic of
Murat who was given to bluffing all his life, but it was an act which one could
wish had not entered into the career of such a man as Lannes. Neverthe-
less the passage of the Danube was gained for the army and Austerlitz
followed. Four years later in attempting this passage Napoleon lost 25,000
men and Lannes his life.

On the 2nd December the armies met at Austerlitz where Lannes
commanded the left wing and had his main position on the hill Santon.
The Austrian and Russian idea was to make a strong attack with their left
and cut Napoleon’s communications with Vienna, and at the same time to
drive back the French left flank on to what they hoped would be a retreating
army. Both ideas failed, and indeed Lannes so far from being driven off
Santon defeated the enemy opposed to him and drove them back to
Blasowitz a village on the right centre of their position. This gave an open-
ing to Murat who charged home with great effect. The rest of the battle is
well known and ended in the utter annihilation of the Allies, and then there
was peace for a time, and Lannes returned to France.

Next year war broke out again between France and Prussia, and the first
meeting of the two forces was at Saalfeld where Lannes totally defeated the
force under Prince Lewis and the latter was killed. The main feature of this
fight (October 10th) was the fine handling of the artillery by Lannes under
cover of which he advanced masses of infantry which altogether broke the
enemy’s line.

This fight turned the Prussian flank and Napoleon then occupied the heights
of Jena in front of the main Prussian army. Lannes’ corps occupied the
Landgrafenberg—a mountain which the Prussians had considered imprac-
ticable from the Jena side and had failed to occupy. The battle then simplified
itself and was conducted under the orders of the Emperor, and at the end the
whole Prussian military system was entirely destroyed. Lannes at the end of the
day advanced his corps and next day occupied Vierzehnheilijen.

Jerome Bonaparte now entered Silesia which brought the French in touch with
Russia who thereupon began to collect forces. Following on this Lannes and
Davout entered Russian Poland, and in November the French entered Warsaw. A
month later the winter campaign opened at Pultusk.

Napoleon’s orders to Lannes were to bridge the Narew at Pultusk and
construct a bridge head, but owing to faulty information he was evidently in
ignorance of the strength of the enemy at this point. The country and roads were
in a frightful state and according to Davout’s despatch it took two hours to cover
a league.
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Lannes appears to have been, like the Emperor, also ignorant of the
enemy’s force until, after a tiring march, he was making his dispositions
for battle; then the full strength of the force under Bennigsen was revealed
to him. This force numbered 40,000 men whilst Lannes had about half that
number. Still with his usual daring he attacked. The weather was the worst
that can be imagined. Snow was on the ground and sleet showers occurred
every few minutes, and even between these the atmosphere was no brighter
than the usual London fog. Lannes had the greatest difficulty in holding
his ground. Many times his troops on the right were driven back into the
woods which flanked the Moscow road, and the left, the most vital flank, where
he had taken up his own position could barely hold out. At dusk, that is
about 4 p.m., d’Aultanne’s Division, which had been detached by Davout
on learning that Lannes was engaged arrived, and this reinforcement
(even then his force did not exceed 25,000 men) enabled him to hold out
till night, when he retired his weary troops to their position of the morning.
The battle had lasted 13 hours and both sides claimed the victory, but
as the Russians retired across the Narew at night Lannes appears to have
had the most grounds for doing so.

Lannes’ army was too battered to take advantage of this retirement and he
himself was wounded, so except for the capture of the point on the river, which,
however, was all he had been asked to do, the battle had no results. Lannes then
rejoined the Emperor and took part in the sanguinary battle of Eylau on 7th
February, which was a second Pultusk on a larger scale.

In June another great fight took place, namely Friedland, on the
fourteenth—the seventh anniversary of Marengo—but how few of those who had
taken part in the great victory on the banks of the Bormida were present on this
day. Indeed the only senior commanders who were present at both battles were
Napoleon himself, Lannes, Victor, Murat and Kellerman.

Lannes commanded the centre and was fiercely attacked by the Russians
towards the end of the day, the fight becoming a bayonet contest which ended in
the defeat of the Russians and their retreat across the Alle.

In 1808 the point of interest in Napoleonic warfare shifted to Spain.
The political aspects are dealt with elsewhere and it suffices here to say
that when Lannes arrived in that country in the autumn, matters were
going badly with the French. His first success was that at Tudela on the
Ebro, where he deafeated the Spanish General Castanos and  45,000 men.
The Spanish attack was neither very vigorous nor well sustained and the
battle was never in doubt.

In this year he was created (19th March) Duc de Montebello, granted
150,000 francs and given the principality of Sieversk in the department of
Kalich.

In the following January he was sent by Napoleon to command
the corps investing Saragossa. This fortress had been besieged in the
previous autumn but the siege had to be raised owing to Sir John
Moore’s adroit march on Sahagun, and since that time both Junot and
Moncey had tried their hands at it without success. The
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advent of Lannes (22nd January) at once created a remarkable change. The whole
French force at once woke up and on the 29th were masters of the fortifications.
Then followed eighteen days fighting in the streets and underground mining
without any apparent progress being made. This worked so upon the feelings of
the French soldiers that they were again desirous of giving the matter up and it
required all Lannes influence and powers of command to induce his troops to
continue the terrible struggle. Not until February 21st did the town finally
capitulate, the losses on both sides being enormous. A large part of the city,
including several convents, had been destroyed by mines and countermines, the
hospital and the university and about 20,000 of the inhabitants were buried
beneath the ruins.

Early in 1809 Napoleon returned to France and in March ordered his
armies to cross the Rhine and move against the Austrians under the Archduke
Charles. Lannes was brought from Sarragossa and his corps amounted to
50,000 men. The first fight was at Ebensberg on 26th April, where the
Archduke Louis was surprised and defeated and two days later the armies
met at Echmühl.

A month later Napoleon having taken possession of Vienna, bridged the
Danube below it at the island of Lobau, and passing his troops across formed up
in line of battle between the villages of Aspern and Essling. Lannes held
possession of Essling and he also commanded Bessières cavalry which were
on his left. This command led to an unfortunate incident at the close of the first
day. Lannes not being pleased with the way Bessières was handling the
cavalry sent him a peremptory order which the other Marshal resented. The
result was a quarrel between the two at the end of the day which was only
stopped from going further by the prompt conduct of Massèna who was
present. Lannes’ point was that something harsh was necessary to make
Bessières move, and his subsequent charge enabled him to hold Essling
whereas the French had been driven from Aspern. He carried his griev-
ance to Napoleon who severely reprimanded Bessières. De Marbot says
that there had always been a coolness between the two owing to Bessières
having helped Murat to marry Caroline Bonaparte—a lady upon whom
Lannes had apparently set his affections at the time. That was, however,
nine years previously, and as at this time Lannes was a married man with
five children one would have thought that the sore might have been
healed, especially as the then Grand Duchess of Berg was not likely to
have filled his ideal of a perfect woman.

Supposing Lannes to have been in the right, his language to Bessières next
day when giving his orders left much to be desired and it is unfortunate that this
incident, and its accompanying want of generosity to a beaten rival should have
occurred at the very end of such a brilliant career.

A few hours later whilst sitting at the edge of a dyke watching the battle a
cannon ball ricocheted off the ground and struck him on the knees, smashing one
and tearing the back muscles of the other. He was carried over to Lobau where one
leg was amputated.
Napoleon on hearing of the mishap came to visit him at the
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earliest opportunity and tried to cheer him, saying he would soon be better.
Lannes reply was characteristic. “Sire if by doing so I can serve you and
France, I hope I shall.” It has been handed down that Lannes went on to
upbraid Napoleon for his delight in war, and beseeched him to use his
efforts for peace in the future. De Marbot who says he was present all the
time denies this, but Lanfrey who supports the story says that Lannes
being a republican was averse to the assumption of Imperial power. Jean
Lannes the humble soldier of fortune in the Pyrenees may have been a
republican, Marshal Lannes, Duc de Montebello, Seigneur de Sievers, “the
Orlando of the army,” and the friend of the Emperor certainly was not, so
probably  de  Marbot’s  story  is  the  more  correct.

He was taken to Vienna where he died at dawn on the 31st May. “What
a loss to me and to France” were Napoleon’s words gazing at his dead
friend and the words might have been repeated by every soldier in the army.

Years after the ci-devant Emperor enlarged his remark “The talent of
Lannes,” he said to O’Meara, “was equal to his bravery. He was at once the
Roland of the army and a giant in capacity . . . . as a general he was
greatly  superior  to  either  Moreau  or  Soult.”

Higher  praise  than  this  could  scarcely  have  been  given.


